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We study Garsia and Remmel’s q-analogue of the rook numbers and hit numbers
associated with a Ferrers board. They define their q-rook numbers directly, and
they give a three-part recurrence for the corresponding q-hit numbers. We find a
new recurrence for these q-hit numbers, and we define a statistic ! on permutations
that constitutes a direct combinatorial interpretation for them. The distribution of
! is invariant under column permutations of the board. For ‘‘staircase’’ boards, the
distribution of ! is EulerianMahonian. We use the statistic to prove a reciprocity
theorem, and we give a new proof that the sequence of coefficents in the q-hit numbers
is symmetric.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For a given subset, called the ‘‘board,’’ of an n by n array of squares,
the rook number ri is the number of ways to place i non-attacking rooks
on the board. One of the basic theorems of rook theory relates the rook
numbers to the ‘‘hit numbers’’ Ni , which indicate the number of permuta-
tions whose graphs intersect the subset in exactly i squares.
Garsia and Remmel [7] directly define a q-analogue for the rook num-
bers of Ferrers boards. Their q-rook numbers are polynomials in q in
which the powers of q keep track of a generalized inversion statistic that
they define on rook placements. We build on their work, focusing on the
q-hit numbers that arise from the q-rook numbers.
We begin by reviewing the theorem that relates the ordinary rook num-
bers and hit numbers. One consequence is that we can expand Goldman,
Joichi, and White’s ‘‘factorial’’ rook polynomial, i rixn&i, in terms of the
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hit numbers. We then review some of the general theory of q-analogues,
with an eye towards generalizing the derivation of that expansion.
Actually, there will be two reasonable generalizations, stemming from
the two q-analogues of Vandermonde’s theorem. The two expansions
characterize, algebraically, two possible sets of q-hit numbers. Like the
q-rook numbers, each is a set of polynomials in q; we denote them by N i
and N i , where i # [0, n]. We do not have any further results on the N i ;
however, we show that the N i are the coefficients of the q-hit polynomial
Q(x, q) that Garsia and Remmel define from their q-rook numbers. In
other words, the N i are Garsia and Remmel’s q-hit numbers.
Garsia and Remmel give a three-part recurrence for constructing Ferrers
boards from smaller boards, and they use it to define a recurrence for
Q(x, q). This leads to a recursive definition of a statistic on permutations
whose joint distribution with the number of ‘‘hits’’ is given by the N i . We
give a new statistic that constitutes a direct combinatorial interpretation for
the q-hit numbers.
The motivation for the statistic, which we denote by !, is a new
recurrence for the q-hit numbers. The model for this recurrence is the
deletioncontraction operation on boards used in the recurrences for the
ordinary rook numbers and hit numbers. We find a deletioncontraction
recurrence for the q-rook numbers combinatorially, and then we derive a
recurrence for the q-hit numbers algebraically.
In the process of showing that the ! statistic satisfies our recurrence, we
show that its distribution is invariant under column permutations of the
Ferrers board. In the case of the ‘‘staircase board,’’ in which the height of
column i is i, the joint distribution of ! with the hits is EulerianMahonian.
We conclude with two consequences of the combinatorial interpretation of
the q-hit numbers, a reciprocity theorem and a new proof of a result of
Haglund [10], that the sequence of coefficients of each N i is symmetric.
2. ORDINARY ROOK NUMBERS AND HIT NUMBERS
We begin with some definitions. We let [s, t]=[i : i # Z and sit]
and we let [t] be an abbreviation for [1, t]. We fix an integer n. A board
is a subset of [n]_[n]. We interpret [n]_[n] as an n by n array of
squares, letting the element (i, j) identify the square in the ith column of
the array, numbered from left to right, and the jth row of the array, numbered
from bottom to top. Thus we can consider a board B as a collection of
squares in the array. Each element (i, j) in B is a cell.
A compatible subset is a subset of squares of the board such that no two
squares are in the same row or column. More formally, if (i, j) and (k, l ) are
any two distinct elements of a compatible subset, then i{k and j{l. If we
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place chess rooks in the cells of the subset, then this condition is equivalent
to the requirement that no two rooks attack each other; that’s why com-
patible subsets are often called ‘‘rook placements’’ in the literature. For any
nonnegative integer i, the ith rook number of B is defined to be the number
of compatible i-subsets of B. We denote this number by ri (B), or just ri when
the board B is clear from the context. We observe that for any board, r0=1,
r1=|B|, and, for i>n, ri=0.
Given a permutation _ on n letters, we let 1(_) denote the graph of _; in
other words 1(_)=[(i, _(i)) : i # [n]]. For a given board B, we call B & 1(_)
the set of hits of _. The number of hits of _ on B, which we denote by h(_, B),
or simply h(_), is the cardinality of this set. Furthermore, we let the i th hit
number, denoted Ni (B), or simply Ni , be the number of permutations of [n]
that have exactly i hits.
We define the ordinary rook polynomial of a board B, denoted RB(x), to be
i ri (B) xi. We can allow i to range over all integers, because ri is non-zero
for only finitely many values of i. Goldman, Joichi, and White [9] define the
factorial rook polynomial, denoted p(x ; B), to be k rkxn&k, where
xi =x(x&1) } } } (x&i+1), the i th falling power of x. We define the ordinary
hit polynomial of B, denoted N(B ; x), to be i Ni xi. As before, we can drop
the ‘B ’ from these notations when the board is clear from the context.
The theorem that relates the rook numbers to the hit numbers of a given
board is well-known [12, 7173]:
Theorem. 2.1. N(x)=k rk(n&k)! (x&1)k.
Proof. We show that i Ni (x+1) i=k rk(n&k)! xk; then replacing x
with x&1 yields the theorem. We count in two ways the number of pairs
(_, S ) such that S is a subset of the set of hits of the permutation _. We weight
each pair in the count by x |S |.
On the one hand, for a given permutation, we can sum on subsets of its
hits, using the binomial theorem, and then sum over all permutations:
:
(_, S )
x |S |=:
i
:
h(_)=i
(_, S )
x |S | =:
i
:
h(_)=i
_
:
S/B & 1(_)
x |S |
=:
i
:
h(_)=i
_
:
j \
i
j+ x j=:i :
h(_)=i
_
(x+1) i
=:
i
Ni (x+1) i.
On the other hand, given a compatible k-subset of the board, we can first
sum over the permutations whose graphs contain the subset, and then sum
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over all subsets. There are (n&k)! extensions of a given subset to the graph
of a permutation. Thus,
:
(_, S )
x |S |=:
k
:
|S |=k
(_, S)
xk=:
k
:
|S |=k
S/B
:
S/1 (_)
_
xk
=:
k
:
|S |=k
S/B
(n&k)! xk=:
k
rk(n&k)! xk. K
If, instead of replacing x with x&1, we extract the coefficient of xk from
both sides, then we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. rk(n&k)!=i ( ik ) Ni .
We now proceed from Corollary 2.2 to find a formula for the factorial rook
polynomial in terms of the hit numbers. It will turn out to be useful to
generalize this derivation. By multiplying both sides by ( xn&k) and summing
on k, we get
:
k
rk(n&k)! \ xn&k+=:k :i \
i
k+ Ni \
x
n&k+ ,
which we can rewrite as
:
k
rkxn&k=:
i
Ni :
k \
i
k+\
x
n&k+ .
Applying Vandermonde’s theorem on the right gives the following result:
Theorem 2.3. p(x)=i ( x+in ) Ni .
3. INTRODUCTION TO q-ANALOGUES
There is a standard way to generalize certain counting problems, so that
each object in the count is weighted by a power of q. The basic idea is that
the polynomial 1+q+q2+ } } } +qk&1, or, equivalently, (1&qk)(1&q),
plays the role of the integer k. From these q-integers, it is possible to
construct q-factorials and q-binomial coefficients; moreover, these obey
q-analogues of important results, like the binomial theorem and Vander-
monde’s theorem.
The occurrence of Vandermonde’s theorem in the derivation of
Theorem 2.1 motivates a search for a q-version of the derivation. We will find
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two such derivations, one for each of the q-analogues of Vandermonde’s
theorem, giving rise to two possible sets of q-hit numbers for each set of
q-rook numbers.
At this point we present some of the theory of the q-binomial coefficients
mentioned above. See Andrews [1, 3338] for a more thorough discussion.
Here are the basic definitions, in which we take n and k to be positive integers.
Name Notation Definition
q-integer kq 1+q+q2+ } } } +qk&1
q-fractorial k!q kq(k&1)q } } } 2q1q
q-falling power k j q kq(k&1)q } } } (k& j+1)q
q-binomial coefficient _nk&
nk q
kq
Note that these definitionsand the theorems belowreduce to the
ordinary case when q=1. In keeping with this property, 0q=0 and
00 q=0!q=1; so that [
n
0]=1, and, for n<k, [
n
k]=0. Also, when we want to
replace q with q&1 in kq and [ nk], we will use the notations kq&1 and [
n
k]q&1 .
A common combinatorial interpretation for the q-binomial coefficients
involves partitions of integers: the coefficient of qi in [ m+nm ] is the number of
partitions of i in which the largest part does not exceed m and the number of
parts does not exceed n. This interpretation can be used to prove the follow-
ing theorems involving q-binomial coefficients; there are also proofs in
Andrews [1, 3338].
q-Pascal Recurrence.
_nk&=_
n&1
k&1&+qk _
n&1
k &=qn&k _
n&1
k&1&+_
n&1
k & .
Cauchy’s q-Binomial Theorems.
(1&z)(1&qz)(1&q2z) } } } (1&qn&1z)= :
n
j=0
(&1) j q(
j
2) _nj& z j;
1
(1&z)(1&qz)(1&q2z) } } } (1&qn&1z)
= :

j=0 _
n+ j&1
j & z j.
q-Vandermonde Theorem.
:
k _
a
k&_
b
n&k& q(n&k)(a&k)=_
a+b
n &=:k _
a
k&_
b
n&k& qk(b&n+k).
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4. TWO q-ANALOGUES OF THE DERIVATION OF THE
FACTORIAL ROOK POLYNOMIAL
Now we give two q-versions of the derivation of Theorem 2.3. As in the
results in the previous section, the challenge is to determine the appropriate
extra powers of q to insert.
For a given board, we say that for i # [0, n] the polynomials ri (q) con-
stitute a q-analogue of ri if ri (q) is a polynomial in q whose value at q=1 is
ri . A q-analogue Ni (q) of the hit numbers is defined in the same way. We also
adopt the convention that, for integers i  [0, n], ri (q), and Ni (q) are zero.
We can define a q-analogue of the hit numbers that corresponds to a given
q-analogue of the rook numbers by requiring them to satisfy a generalization
of Corollary 2.2 for all k # [0, n]. Because of the freedom to insert powers of
q, there are infinitely many such generalizations; however, two possibilities,
which we denote by N i (q) and N i (q), will lend themselves to the use of the
q-Vandermonde Theorem. We define them to be the polynomials determined
by the following sets of equations, for k # [0, n]:
rk(q)(n&k)!q={
:
i _
i
k& N i (q) q(n&k)(i&k)
:
i _
i
k& N i (q).
Hereafter we will usually shorten the notation to N i and N i . These
q-analogues of the hit numbers are well-defined: because [ ik]=0 for k>i, the
k=n equations determine N n and N n , and then the k=n&1 equations deter-
mine N n&1 and N n&1 , etc.
If we multiply both sides of the first equation by [ xn&k] and sum on k, we
get
:
k
rk(q)(n&k)!q _ xn&k&=:k :i _
i
k& N i q(n&k)(i&k) _
x
n&k& ,
which becomes
:
k
rk(q)(n&k)!q
xn&kq
(n&k)!q
=:
i
N i :
k _
i
k&_
x
n&k& q(n&k)(i&k).
Then by the q-Vandermonde theorem,
:
k
rk(q) xn&kq=:
i _
x+i
n & N i .
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We state this result as a theorem, letting p~ (B ; x, q) denote k rk(q) xn&kq,
since it is a q-analogue of the factorial rook polynomial.
Theorem 4.4. p~ (B ; x, q)=i [ x+in ] N i .
Similarly, if we multiply both sides of the second equation by
[ xn&k] q
k(x&n&k) and sum on k, we get
:
k
rk(q)(n&k)!q _ xn&k& qk(x&n&k)=:k :i _
i
k& N i _
x
n&k& qk(x&n&k),
so that
:
k
rk(n&k)!q
xn&kq
(n&k)!q
qk(x&n&k)=:
i
N i :
k _
i
k&_
x
n&k& qk(x&n&k).
The other q-Vandermonde theorem now gives a characterization of the N i .
Theorem 4.5. k rk(q) qk(x&n&k)xn&kq=i [ x+in ] N i .
In the case of N i , we do not have a combinatorial interpretation to animate
the result; they might be worth further study. The N i , on the other hand, turn
out to be the hit numbers determined by Garsia and Remmel’s q-analogue of
the rook numbers [7]. We now turn to their work.
5. GARSIA AND REMMEL’S q-ANALOGUE
In this section, we define Garsia and Remmel’s q-analogue of the rook
numbers, and then we use their results to show that the hit numbers corre-
sponding to their rook numbers are in fact the N i .
Garsia and Remmel restrict their definition to the case where the board is
a Ferrers board. A Ferrers board is a board such that all cells below or to the
right of a cell in the board are also in the board; thus, it is composed of adja-
cent columns whose heights increase (weakly) from left to right. The column
heights form a (weakly) increasing sequence of n nonnegative integers, say
c1c2 } } } cn , and such a sequence determines the board completely:
(i, j) is in the board if and only if jci . A column-permuted Ferrers board, or
skyline board, is obtained by rearranging the columns of a Ferrers board. A
skyline board is also uniquely determined by its sequence of column heights,
except here the sequence is not necessarily increasing.
To define Garsia and Remmel’s q-rook numbers, we first illustrate the
statistic they use to weight compatible subsets C of a given board B. In their
paper they give the example depicted in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1
Each cell that corresponds to a member of C contains an ‘‘x.’’ A cell con-
tains a bullet if there is an ‘‘x’’ to the left of it in its row or if there is an ‘‘x’’
above it in its column. The remaining cells contain circles. Since there are four
circles, the rook placement in this case is weighted q4. Although Garsia and
Remmel restrict their attention to Ferrers boards, this procedure makes sense
for any board.
In general, Garsia and Remmel denote the number of circles by inv(C ),
because the statistic generalizes the inversions of a permutation. To see this,
recall that, given a permutation _, an inversion of _ is a pair (i, j) such that
i< j and _(i)>_( j). If the board is the entire array [n]_[n], and if we num-
ber the rows from top to bottomthe reverse of the convention we estab-
lished earlierthen inv(1(_)) is the number of inversions of _. Thus, for
example, if n=5 and _=(134)(25), then the set of inversions is [(1, 4), (1, 5),
(2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5)], and inv(1(_))=7, as illustrated in Fig. 2:
Now we define Garsia and Remmel’s q-rook numbers. In anticipation of a
connection between the corresponding q-hit numbers and the N i , we denote
these q-rook numbers by r~ i (q), or r~ i for short, since we will not need to
evaluate this polynomial for any particular value of q. They are defined to be
Figure 2
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the sum of the weights of compatible subsets of the appropriate cardinality;
in other words, for each i # [0, n]
r~ i= :
|C |=i
compatible C
qinv(C ).
Another comment on notation is in order here. The polynomials N i (and
N i) by definition depend on a choice for the ri (q). However, because we will
only study Garsia and Remmel’s q-analogue of the rook numbers here, and
no other, from now on we assume that ri (q)=r~ i and refer to them as ‘‘the’’
q-rook numbers. Similarly, as we implied above, we shall consider the N i to
be ‘‘the’’ q-hit numbers. Thus, for k # [0, n], the revised equations defining N i
are
r~ k(n&k)!q=:
i _
i
k& N i q(n&k)(i&k).
Garsia and Remmel do not define the q-hit numbers directly, but they do
study a kind of q-hit polynomial. They denote it by Q(x, q), and their defini-
tion requires it to satisfy
:
n
k=0
r~ n&k k!qxk
(1&x)(1&xq) } } } (1&xqk)
=
Q(x, q)
(1&x)(1&xq) } } } (1&xqn)
.
It follows that Q(x, q) is a polynomial. They find a three-part recurrence in
terms of boards with fewer cells, and they use it to show that Q(x, q) has non-
negative coefficients. By letting q=1 in the above definition, they get a for-
mula similar to Theorem 2.1, from which they show that
Q(x, 1)= :
_ # Sn
x |1(_) & A |,
where A is the complement of A in [n]_[n]. This means that Q(x, q) is a
q-analogue of the hit polynomial of A .
We get a q-analogue for A itself by taking the coefficients in reverse order:
if we let Mi (q) denote the coefficient of xn&i in Q(x, q), then Mi (1)=
Nn&i (A )=Ni (A) for all i # [0, n]. In fact, we can show that Mi (q)=N i for
all q; in other words, as the notation suggests, the N i are Garsia and Rem-
mel’s q-hit numbers. To prove this, we cite two more results from their paper.
The first is an immediate consequence of their formulas (I.11) and (I.12):
Theorem 5.6. For a Ferrers board with column heights c1 , ..., cn ,
Q(t, q)
>nj=0 (1&q
jt)
= :
x0
tx ‘
n
i=1
(x+ci&i+1)q .
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The second result is their formula (1.3), the q-analogue of Goldman,
Joichi, and White’s factorization theorem [9].
Theorem 5.7. For the Ferrers board B with column heights c1 , ..., cn ,
p~ (B ; x, q)= ‘
n
i=1
(x+ci&i+1)q .
We can now prove that the N i are Garsia and Remmel’s q-hit numbers.
Theorem 5.8. For a given Ferrers board,
Q(x, q)=:
i
N i xn&i.
Proof. By Theorems 5.6, 5.7, and 4.4,
Q(t, q)
>nj=0 (1&q
jt)
=:
x
t xp~ (x, q)=:
x
tx :
i _
x+i
n & N i .
We rewrite this as
:
x, i
t x&n+i _n+x&n+ix&n+i & N i t n&i,
so that we can apply Cauchy’s q-binomial theorem to get
Q(t, q)
>nj=0 (1&q
jt)
=
i N i t
n&i
>nj=0 (1&q
jt)
.
It only remains to clear the denominators and to replace t with x. K
In light of this result, we can use Theorem 5.6 to calculate Garsia and Rem-
mel’s q-hit numbers directly:
Corollary 5.9. For the Ferrers board with column heights c1 , c2 , ..., cn ,
and for all i # [0, n],
N i= :
n&i
j=0
(&1) j q (
j
2) _n+1j & ‘
n
s=1
(n&i& j+cs&s+1)q .
Proof. By Theorems 5.6 and 5.8,
:
i
N i tn&i= ‘
n
k=0
(1&qkt) :
x0
t x ‘
n
s=1
(x+cs&s+1)q .
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Cauchy’s q-binomial theorem applied to the first product in the right side
gives
:
i
N i t n&i=:
j
(&1) j _n+1j & q(
j
2)t j :
x0
tx ‘
n
s=1
(x+cs&s+1)q .
We equate coefficients of tn&i to get the result. K
We conclude this section by introducing notation for a generalization of
the hit polynomial that reverses the order of the coefficients of Q(x, q). Let
the q-hit polynomial of a board B be i N i xi; denote it by Q (B ; x, q), with
the usual abbreviations, Q (x, q), Q (x), or Q (B). Thus Q (x, q)=xnQ(x&1, q).
6. A NEW RECURRENCE FOR GARSIA AND REMMEL’S
q-HIT NUMBERS
Given an increasing Ferrers board, Garsia and Remmel’s recurrence for
calculating Q(x, q) consists of three operations for constructing another
board, whose polynomial is determined by that of the original. The first
operation is to ‘‘raise’’ the board one row higher and to adjoin the entire
first row to the board. The second is to ‘‘flip’’ the board so that the rows
become the columns and vice versa, ordered so that the new column
heights increase. The third operation is to ‘‘add’’ empty columns, thus
increasing n. Any Ferrers board can be constructed from the empty board
using these operations.
We find a different recurrence for the q-hit numbers, generalizing the
recurrence for the ordinary hit numbers in Riordan’s treatment of the
subject [11, 168169]. This new recurrence will be the basis for a com-
binatorial interpretation of the q-hit numbers.
For motivation, we review the recurrences for the ordinary rook num-
bers and hit numbers. The basic idea in both cases is to pick a cell in the
board and then to split the permutationscompatible subsets into two
groups: those that do not contain the cell and those that do. If we interpret
the board as the edge set of a directed graph, this procedure turns out to
be analogous to the deletion-contraction of an edge in the recurrence for
the Tutte polynomial of a graph, so we borrow that terminology. Let e be
a celledge of a board B. The deletion of e from B is simply B"[e]; we
hereafter commit a slight abuse of notation by writing B"e. The contraction
of B at e, denoted Be, is the board of size n&1 obtained by deleting the
row and the column containing e. Strictly speaking, we need to relabel
some of the rows and columns to ensure that Be is a subset of [n&1]_
[n&1]. Also, in order to give the initial conditions, we let Em denote the
empty board of size m.
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The recurrence for the ordinary rook numbers is straightforward. Com-
patible i-subsets that do not contain e are in one-to-one correspondence
with compatible subsets of B"e. On the other hand, compatible subsets that
do contain e are in one-to-one correspondence with compatible (i&1)-
subsets of Be. For Em , the only non-zero rook number is r0=1. So the
recurrence is
ri (B)=ri (B"e)+ri&1(Be); ri (Em)=$i, 0 for all m # N.
Consequently, the ordinary rook polynomials obey
R(B ; x)=R(B"e ; x)+xR(Be ; x); R(Em ; x)=1 for all m # N.
The recurrence for the ordinary hit numbers is only slightly more com-
plicated. Permutations with i hits in B, one of which is e, are in one-to-one
correspondence with those that have i&1 hits in Be. On the other hand,
consider the permutations with i hits that do not hit e. All of them are also
permutations with i hits in B"e, but the converse does not quite hold. Some
of the permutations with i hits in B"e may happen to contain e as well, so
that they have i+1 hits in B instead of the desired i hits. We overcome this
difficulty by noting that the unwanted additional permutations are in one-
to-one correspondence with permutations with i hits in Be. For Em , the
only non-zero hit number is N0=m!. Thus, the recurrence is
Ni (B)=Ni (B"e)+Ni&1(Be)&Ni (Be);
Ni (Em)=m! $i, 0 for all m # N.
Hence,
N(B ; x)=N(B"e ; x)+(x&1) N(Be ; x);
N(Em ; x)=m! for all m # N.
Of course, rook numbers and hit numbers are closely related, so we can
also derive the recurrence for the hit numbers by applying the recurrence
for the rook numbers in Corollary 2.2. Here is the calculation: for every
k # [0, n],
:
i \
i
k + Ni (B)=rk(B)(n&k)!
=rk(B"e)(n&k)!+rk&1(Be)((n&1)&(k&1))!
=:
i \
i
k+ Ni (B"e)+:i \
i
k&1+ Ni (Be)
=:
i \
i
k+ Ni (B"e)+:i \
i+1
k + Ni (Be)&:i \
i
k+ Ni (Be)
=:
i \
i
k+ (Ni (B"e)+Ni&1(Be)&Ni (Be)).
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Now the ( ik) are linearly independent as functions of k. To see this,
suppose that mi=0 si (
i
k)=0, where m # [0, n] and the coefficients si are,
say, rational numbers. By setting k=m, we get that sm=0, because the
other terms drop out. By setting k=m&1, we can then conclude that
sm&1=0. Continuing in this manner, we find that each coefficient is zero,
which establishes the linear independence. Consequently, we can equate the
coefficients of ( ik) in the above derivation to get the recurrence for the hit
numbers, as desired.
In order to find a q-analogue of this derivation, we need a recurrence for
the q-rook numbers. This turns out to be a straightforward generalization
of the ordinary recurrence, provided we impose the condition that the
board does not contain any cells to the left of e in its row or above e in
its column. We call a cell with this property an upper left corner of the
board. Every non-empty board contains at least one upper left corner, so
we will always be able to apply the recurrence under this restriction. The
benefit is that whenever an upper left corner e is not a member of a com-
patible i-subset, e is one of its inversions. Therefore, compatible i-subsets of
B that do not contain e and that have j inversions are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with compatible i-subsets of B"e that have j&1 inversions. Also,
i-subsets that do contain e and that have j inversions are in one-to-one
correspondence with (i&1)-subsets of Be that have j inversions, because
there are no inversions in the row or column containing e. As a result, we
have a recurrence for the q-rook numbers:
Theorem 6.10. If e is an upper left corner of a board B, then for all
i # [0, n], and for all positive integers m,
r~ i (B)=qr~ i (B"e)+r~ i&1(Be); r~ i (Em)=$i, 0 .
Now we imitate the previous derivation. For any k # [0, n],
:
i _
i
k& N i (B) q(n&k)(i&k)
=r~ k(B)(n&k)!q
=qr~ k(B"e)(n&k)!q+r~ k&1(Be)((n&1)&(k&1))!q
=q :
i _
i
k& N i (B"e) q(n&k)(i&k)
+:
i _
i
k&1& N i (Be) q((n&1)&(k&1))(i&(k&1))
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=q :
i _
i
k& N i (B"e) q(n&k)(i&k)+:i _
i+1
k & N i (Be) q(n&k)(i&k+1)
&:
i
qk _ ik& N i (Be) q(n&k)(i&k)qn&k
=:
i _
i
k& (qN i (B"e)+N i&1(Be)&qnN i (Be)) q (n&k)(i&k).
As before, we can equate the coefficients of [ ik] here, because the [
i
k] are
linearly independent as functions of k over the field of rational functions of
q. The proof of this is essentially the same as in the ordinary case.
It remains to compute the initial conditions. We know from Garsia and
Remmel’s work that the coefficients of N i (Em) are nonnegative and their
sum is Ni . For i # [m], this means that N i (Em)=0, because Ni=0. (Alter-
natively, it follows by induction from the equation that defines the N i ; we
omit the details.) To find N 0 , we set B=Em and k=0 in the definition of
N i , getting
N 0(Em) q0=:
i _
i
0& N i (Em) qmi=r~ 0(Em) m!q=m!q .
We collect these results:
Theorem 6.11. If e is an upper left corner of a board B, then for all
i # [0, n], and for all positive integers m,
N i (B)=qN i (B"e)+N i&1(Be)&qnN i (Be); N i (Em)=m!q $i, 0 .
Corollary 6.12. If e is an upper left corner of a board B, then for all
positive integers m,
Q (B)=qQ (B"e)+(x&qn) Q (Be); Q (Em)=m!q .
7. A COMBINATORIAL INTERPRETATION FOR THE N i
In this section we define a statistic on permutations that will constitute
a direct combinatorial interpretation for the N i . Let B be a skyline board,
and let _ be a permutation. We want to weight _ by a power of q. We
follow Garsia and Remmel’s weighting of rook placements in that the
power of q will be the number of circles in a certain diagram of the n by
n array of cells containing the board. Here is the procedure for drawing the
diagram. First, place a plus sign in each cell in the graph of _. Then place
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a bullet in each cell that lies to the right of the plus sign in its row. For
each column, the disposition of the remaining empty cells depends on the
position of the plus sign in the column. If the plus sign does not lie in a
cell of B, then we place circles in the empty cells above it and also in all
of the empty cells of B below it in the column. If the plus sign lies in a cell
of B, then we place circles in the empty cells of B that are above it in the
column.
For example, suppose _=(1 7 6 8 3 5 2)(4) and the board B has column
heights c1=1, c2=3, c3=c4=4, c5=c6=c7=6, and c8=7. The result of
the process is pictured in Fig. 3.
We denote the number of circles by !(_, B), or simply !(_); thus, in this
example, !(_)=13. Note that if the board is either the empty board or its
complement, then !(_) will be the number of inversions of _.
We can define ! formally by first counting the number of circles in the
ith column, denoted by !i (_, B), or !i (_), for each i # [n]. Here is the
definition, where ci as usual denotes the height of the i th column of B:
!i (_)={
ci&_(i)&|[ j : j <i and _(i)<_( j)ci]|
if _(i)ci
ci+n&_(i)&|[ j : j<i, and _( j)ci or _(i)<_( j)]|
if _(i)>ci .
Figure 3
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We get !(_) by summing over the columns:
!(_)= :
n
i=1
!i (_).
The proof that this statistic determines a q-analogue which satisfies
the recurrence in Corollary 6.12 will rely on a fact of some independent
interest, that the distribution of ! is invariant under column permutations
of the board.
Theorem 7.13. Let B be a skyline board, and let B$ be any column per-
mutation of B. Then
:
_
q!(_, B)xh(_, B)=:
_
q!(_, B$)xh(_, B$).
Proof. We prove the result in the case that the column permutation is
a transposition of two adjacent columns. This implies the general case,
because any column permutation can be obtained by a finite sequence of
such transpositions. Let B$ be obtained from B by switching columns k and
k+1, let : be a permutation, and let ;=: (k k+1). Of course, it follows
that :=;(k k+1), so the set of all permutations can be partitioned into
such pairs. Therefore, we need only show that the given sums are equal
when we restrict _ to [:, ;].
The two boards and the two permutations are identical in every column
except column k and column k+1. Because these two columns are adja-
cent, it follows from the definition of !i that, for i # [n]"[k, k+1],
!i (:, B)=!i (:, B$)=!i (;, B)=!i (;, B$). The sets of hits in these columns
are also identical. So in fact we only need to examine the two columns in
the transposition. In particular, it will suffice to prove that
q! (:, B)xh (:, B)+q! (;, B)xh (;, B)=q! (:, B$)xh (:, B$)+q! (;, B$)xh (;, B$),
where ! =!k+!k+1 , and h indicates the number of hits of the permutation
in columns k and k+1 of the board.
Within the the two columns, there are several possibilities to consider.
The four relevant cells are in rows :(k) and :(k+1); in any other row the
two cells either both contain bullets or they both are empty, because
the columns are adjacent. We assume without loss of generality that
:(k)<:(k+1). Let s denote the number of empty rows strictly above row
:(k+1); similarly, let t denote the number of empty rows strictly between
rows :(k) and :(k+1), and let u denote the number of empty rows strictly
below :(k). The general situation is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4
Figure 5
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TABLE I
Function Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
!k(:, B) s+t+1+ck ck&u&1 s+t+1+ck ck&u&1
!k+1(:, B) s+ck+1 s+ck+1&1 ck+1&t&u&2 ck+1&t&u&2
!k(;, B) s+ck s+ck s+ck ck&t&u&2
!k+1(;, B) s+t+ck+1 ck+1&u&1 ck+1&u&2 ck+1&u&2
!k(:, B$) s+t+1+ck+1 ck+1&u&1 ck+1&u&1 ck+1&u&1
!k+1(:, B$) s+ck s+ck&1 s+ck ck&t&u&2
!k(;, B$) s+ck+1 s+ck+1 ck+1&t&u&2 ck+1&t&u&2
!k+1(;, B$) s+t+ck ck&u&1 s+t+ck ck&u&2
In Fig. 5 we show the six possible constellations of B in the four key
cells, indicating cells of the board with an ‘‘x.’’
In cases 14, we have h (:, B)=h (:, B$)=h (;, B)=h (;, B$), so we only
need to calculate the distribution of ! . Table I contains the raw data.
In each of these cases, ! (:, B)=! (:, B$) and ! (;, B)=! (;, B$), which
gives the desired result.
In cases 5 and 6, we must also account for the hits. Table II contains the
data for these cases.
Thus in case 5
:
_ # [:, ;]
q! (_, B)xh (_, B)=q2s+t+ck+ck+1+qs+ck+cc+1&u&1x
= :
_ # [:, ;]
q! (_, B$)xh (_, B$),
TABLE II
Function Case 5 Case 6
!k(:, B) s+t+1+ck ck&u&1
!k+1(:, B) s+ck+1&1 ck+1&t&u&2
!k(;, B) s+ck s+ck
!k+1(;, B) ck+1&u&1 ck+1&u&2
!k(:, B$) ck+1&u&1 ck+1&u&1
!k+1(:, B$) s+ck s+ck&1
!k(;, B$) s+ck+1 ck+1&t&u&2
!k+1(;, B$) s+t+ck ck&u&1
h (:, B) 0 2
h (:, B$) 1 1
h (;, B) 1 1
h (;, B$) 0 2
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and in case 6
:
_ # [:, ;]
q! (_, B)xh (_, B)=qck+ck+1&t&2u&3x2+qs+ck+ck+1&u&2x
= :
_ # [:, ;]
q! (_, B$)xh (_, B$),
as desired. K
Now we prove the connection between ! and the N i .
Theorem 7.14. Let B be a skyline board. Then for any i # [0, n],
:
h(_)=i
_
q!(_, B)=N i (B).
Proof. Let Q$(B)=_ q!(_, B)xh(_, B). We will show that Q$ satisfies the
recurrence for Q in Corollary 6.12, so that Q$(B)=Q (B); equating coef-
ficients of x then yields the theorem.
Each term in Q$(B) corresponds to a permutation _. Note that
q!(_, B)= ‘
n
i=1
q!i (_, B).
If we construct the graph of _ by choosing cells one at a time from each
column, proceeding from left to right, then in effect the cells that lie to the
right of each chosen cell are eliminated from consideration, as in the defini-
tion of !. In other words, the value of !i (_, B) is determined by the choices
for _(1), ..., _(i). Since !i does not actually depend on all of _, we may con-
sider the notation !i (_, B) as an abbreviation for !i (_(1), ..., _(i), B) and
conclude that
:
_
q!(_, B)= :
_(1)
q!1(_, B) :
_(2)
q!2(_, B) } } } :
_(n)
q!n(_, B).
For a given set of choices in the first i&1 columns, the cell in the i th
column determines the value of !i (_, B); therefore, we can weight each of
the n&i+1 available cells by q!i (_, B). Fig. 6 shows the weighting of the
cells for the i th column of the empty board En , along with two cells con-
taining bullets as a reminder that i&1 cells in the column will be
unavailable.
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Figure 6
Thus, the sum of the weights of the cells in the column is (n&i+1)q .
Because every permutation on the empty board has zero hits, we can now
compute the initial condition of the recurrence by substituting into the
previous expansion of the sum:
Q$(En)=:
_
q!(_, En)xh(_)=:
_
q!(_, En)
= :
_(1)
q!1(_, En) :
_(2)
q!2(_, En) } } } :
_(n)
q!n(_, En)=n!q .
When B is not empty, then let e be an upper left corner. By Theorem 7.13,
we may assume that e lies in the first column; furthermore, let s be the
height of the board in that column. We weight the cells in the column as
described above, according to the definition of !. In Fig. 7, we show the
weightings of the first column for B and B"e.
The effect of removing e from the board is to ‘‘cycle’’ the weights. Thus
q!(_, B)xh(_, B)=q!(_, B"e)+1xh(_, B"e) if e  1(_).
In the case e # 1(_), _ has a well-defined restriction to Be, denoted by _$.
Thus
q!(_, B)xh(_, B)=q!(_$, Be)xh(_$, Be)+1
= if e # 1(_).q!(_, B"e)xh(_, B"e)=q!(_$, Be)+n&1xh(_$, Be)
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Figure 7
We use these three relationships to derive the analogue of Corollary 6.12,
modeled on the combinatorial proof of the recurrence for the ordinary hit
numbers:
Q$(B)= :
e # 1(_)
_
q!(_, B)xh(_, B)+ :
e  1(_)
_
q!(_, B)xh(_, B)
=:
_$
q!(_$, Be)xh(_$, Be)+1+ :
e  1(_)
_
q!(_, B"e)+1xh(_, B"e).
The first sum is xQ$(Be), but the second is not quite qQ$(B"e), so we add
(and subtract) the sum that will make it so:
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Q$(B)=xQ$(Be)+q :
e  1(_)
_
q!(_, B"e)xh(_, B"e)+q :
e # 1(_)
_
q!(_, B"e)xh(_, B"e)
&q :
e # 1(_)
_
q!(_, B"e)xh(_, B"e)
=xQ$(Be)+qQ$(B"e)&q :
e # 1(_)
_
q!(_, B"e)xh(_, B"e).
When we simplify the last sum we get
Q$(B)=xQ$(Be)+qQ$(B"e)&q :
_$
q!(_, Be)+n&1xh(_, Be)
=xQ$(Be)+qQ$(B"e)&qn :
_$
q!(_, Be)xh(_, Be)
=(x&qn) Q$(Be)+qQ$(B"e). K
In the proof of Theorem 7.14 the cycling of the weights of the cells in
each column, as illustrated in Fig. 7, implies that the sum in the i th column
is (n+1&i)q , as for the empty board. It follows that the ! statistic is
Mahonian:
Corollary 7.15. Let B be a skyline board; then
:
_
q!(_, B)=n!q .
The distribution of Garsia and Remmel’s recursive statistic is the same
as the distribution of !, because they are both given by i N i . Therefore,
Corollary 7.15 confirms a result of Garsia and Remmel, that their statistic
is Mahonian. Since the ! statistic is clearly nonnegative, another of their
results is also a corollary:
Corollary 7.16. The coefficients of the q-hit numbers of a skyline
board are nonnegative.
In light of Theorem 7.14, Theorem 7.13 now asserts the invariance of the
q-hit numbers under column permutations, so we restate it as another
corollary.
Corollary 7.17. Let B be a skyline board, and let B$ be any column
permutation of B. Then for any i in [0, n], N i (B)=N i (B$).
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Because the q-hit numbers determine the q-rook numbers, these must
also be invariant:
Corollary 7.18. Let B be a skyline board, and let B$ be any column
permutation of B. Then for any i in [0, n], r~ i (B)=r~ i (B$).
It is also possible to prove Corollary 7.18 directly, using the method of
Theorem 7.13; in fact, the proof turns out to be somewhat simpler.
We conclude this section with an observation about the joint distribu-
tion of ! and h on permutations in the case of the staircase board, denoted
Rn , in which the column heights are ci=i for all i # [n]. By Theorems 5.7,
4.4, and 7.14
((x+1)q)n=p~ (Rn)=:
i
N i _x+in &=:i :
h(_)=i
_
q!(_, B).
It is known that if a bi-statistic satisfies this equation, then it has the same
joint distribution as the descents and major index of permutations. See, for
example, Carlitz [2].
8. A RECIPROCITY THEOREM
There is a simple relationship between the ordinary hit numbers of a
board B and those of its complement B : Ni (B)=Nn&i (B ); an analogous
relationship for the N i is the foundation for a reciprocity theorem. Suppose
B is a skyline board. The complement B is not a skyline board, unless B
is empty or full, but it would be, if we turned it ‘‘upside down.’’ So we
define the skyline complement of B, denoted B , to be the skyline board with
column heights n&c1 , ..., n&cn . Here is how its q-hit numbers are related
to those of the original skyline board:
Lemma 8.19. Ni (B ; q&1)=q
&( n2)Nn&i (B , q).
Proof. Let @ : Sn  Sn be the involution defined by @(_)(i)=n+1&_(i).
For any permutation _, observe that ( j, _( j)) # B if and only if
( j, @(_)( j))  B , so that _ has i hits on B if and only if @(_) has n&i
hits on B . Moreover, it follows from the definition of !j that
!j (_, B)+!j (@(_), B )=n& j. Therefore,
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N i (B ; q&1)= :
h(_, B)=i
_
q&!(_, B)= :
h(_, B)=i
_
‘
n
j=1
q&!j (_, B)
= :
h(_, B)=i
_
‘
n
j=1
q!j (@(_), B )&(n& j)= :
h(_, B)=i
_
q
&( n2) ‘
n
j=1
q!j (@(_), B )
=q
&( n2) :
h(_, B)=i
_
q!(@(_), B )=q
&( n2) :
h(@(_), B)=i
@(_)
q!(_, B )
=q
&( n2) :
h(_, B )=n&i
_
q!(_, B )=q
&( n2)Nn&i (B , q). K
We will need the following lemma as well.
Lemma 8.20. [ &mn ]q&1=(&1)
n q(
n+1
2 ) [ n+m&1n ].
Sketch of Proof. Observe that
&_mn &=
(1&q&m)(1&q&m&1) } } } (1&q&m&n+1)
(1&qn)(1&qn&1) } } } (1&q)
;
replace q with q&1 to get
_&mn &q&1=
(1&qm)(1&qm+1) } } } (1&qm+n&1)
(1&q&n)(1&q&n+1) } } } (1&q&1)
;
then factor appropriate powers of q out of the denominator and convert
back to a q-binomial coefficient. K
Now we prove the reciprocity theorem, imitating Gessel’s proof [8] of
an analogous result.
Theorem 8.21. For a skyline board B,
p~ (B ; &x&1, q&1)=(&q)n p~ (B ; x, q).
Proof. By Theorem 4.4,
p~ (B ; x, q)=:
i _
x+i
n & N i (B ; q),
so
p~ (B ; &1&x, q&1)=:
i _
&x&1+i
n &q&1 N i (B ; q&1)
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which by Lemma 8.20 is
:
i
(&1)n q(
n+1
2 ) _x+n&in & N i (B ; q&1).
Lemma 8.19 then gives
:
i
(&1)n q(
n+1
2 ) _x+n&in & q&(
n
2)N n&i (B , q)
=(&q)n :
i _
x+n&i
n & N n&i (B , q)
=(&q)n p~ (B ; x, q). K
9. SYMMETRY WITHIN THE q-HIT NUMBERS
In this section we give a new proof of a result of Haglund [10], that the
sequence of coefficents of N i (q) is symmetric.
Theorem 9.22. Let B be a skyline board. For each i # [0, n],
q(
n
2)&ni+|B|Ni (q&1)=Ni (q).
We shall use the following two lemmas. We omit their proofs; they are
straightforward calculations, similar to the proof of Lemma 8.20.
Lemma 9.23. xq&1=q1&xxq .
Lemma 9.24. [ xn]q&1=q
n2&nx [ xn].
Proof of Theorem 9.22. By Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 9.23,
p~ (x, q&1)= ‘
n
i=1
(x+ci&i+1)q&1= ‘
n
i=1
qi&x&ci (x+ci&i+1)q
=q(
n+1
2 ) &nx&|B| ‘
n
i=1
(x+ci&i+1)q=q
( n+12 ) &nx&|B|p~ (x, q).
By Theorem 4.4,
:
i _
x+i
n &q&1 Ni (q&1)=q
( n+12 )&nx&|B| :
i _
x+i
n & Ni (q).
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We apply Lemma 9.24 to the left side to get
:
i
qn2&n(x+i) _x+in & Ni (q&1)=q(
n+1
2 ) &nx&|B| :
i _
x+i
n & Ni (q),
so that
:
i
q(
n
2) &ni+|B| _x+in & Ni (q&1)=:i _
x+i
n & Ni (q).
As in the derivation of the recurrence for the hit numbers, the [ x+in ] are
linearly independent as functions of x, so we may equate coefficients. K
10. OTHER QUESTIONS
We conclude by posing a few questions for further research.
Garsia and Remmel conjecture that the sequence of coefficients of r~ i is
unimodal for each i. Haglund [10] has proven this for the coefficients of
N i (q); our recurrences and the ! statistic may lend some insight.
As we mentioned earlier, we do not have a combinatorial interpretation
for the N i determined by Garsia and Remmel’s q-rook numbers, nor for
those determined by any other q-analogue.
It would be interesting to find a connection between the ! statistic and
other Mahonian statistics. For example, Galovich and White [6] recently
developed a method for constructing certain ‘‘recursive’’ statistics which
encompasses both classical and modern Mahonian statistics. We do not
know if the ! statistic fits into this rubric for certain boards.
Finally, Chung and Graham’s cover polynomial [4] generalizes the
factorial rook polynomial by counting the cycles of rook placements in
the directed graph associated with the board. It is natural to wonder to
what extent the results here would generalize to a q-analogue of the cover
polynomial.
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